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kendall A blanchard deserves praise for attempting as too few
have done a serious study of the effects of christian ideals on the
traditional indian economy

rejecting max webers classic thesis that protestantism provided
the ethical underpinning for capitalism blanchard adapted
S N eisenstadtsEisenstadts ideas in the protestant ethic thesis in an
analytical and comparative framework from the protestant ethic
and modernization in creating his own two dimensional model
relating theology ethics and economics one dimension compares
the economic behavior of navajoscavajos who still practice their traditional
religion with the economic behavior of mormon and nazarene nava-
jo converts the other dimension compares the degree of church
activity of these navajo christians with the degree of their active ac-
ceptanceceptance of their religions ethics

using this model blanchard concludes that nazarene and mor-
mon navajoscavajos make more money have better jobs have more educa-
tion and technical training and consequently are more successful
from the white viewpoint than those navajoscavajos who follow their tradi-
tional religious ways his research reveals however that the navajo
converts fail to internalize nazarene and mormon values so webers
protestant ethic thesis cannot explain why they succeed economically
it is not the religious ideology but the institutional activities of the
two churches that causes the economic change says blanchard as the
converts accept not theological values but practical benefits like bet-
ter education employment and standard of living

despite the ideas put forward by his study blanchardsBlanchards book has
some weaknesses first though he describes the ethnological
characteristics of traditional navajo economy he fails to show the
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flow of production and distribution of its goods and services so the
reader never gets a clear picture of how the traditional economy works
in practice and without that clear picture cannot visualize the com-
parison between the traditional economy and the market economy
functioning in rimrock blanchard promises but never provides a
micro economic model showing the flow of goods and services for
both economies in rimrock

A second flaw is the authors apparent lack of understanding of
the economic and religious ideas and practices of latter day saints
during the nineteenth century his discussion of them suggests he is
unaware of such economic movements as the united order
cooperatives and communitarian experiments among mormonscormons in
the southwest all of which he could have found covered in studies
such as leonard J arringtonsArring tons standard the great basin kingdom
or in arrington feramorz Y fox and dean L may s building the
kingdom of god community and cooperation among the mor
mons blanchard also limited his study of the mormonscormons and the in-
dians to one source david kay flake s masters thesis A history of
mormon missionary work with the hopi navajo and zuni
indians several other studies have been done on this topic and
many primary sources which he failed to consult are open to scholarly
research in the LDS church historical department

third economics of sainthood could make a greater contribu-
tion if it were written in a more appealing style some chapters are
laced with jargon that has meaning only to anthropologists for in-
stance wade through this from the introduction p 36

eisenstadtsEisenstadts transformative capacities concept can be more produc-
tive if it is understood in terms of two subcomponents that I1 have
labeled theological ethical capacities and institutional capacities in-
herent in the first subdivision are the theoretical aspects of the tradi-
tional protestant ethic problem not pleasure reading

finally until corroborative studies are done we must wonder
about the study s accuracy since blanchardsBlanchards sample was only thirty
four families 233 people seventeen families were traditional nava
jos only four were mormon and thirteen were nazarene even
minor inaccuracies among such a small sample could drastically alter
the conclusions

even with these weaknesses economics of sainthood is a
valuable focus on the interaction between religion and economic
change we hope it will encourage other studies moreover it will be
interesting to see if time and other research substantiate or contradict
blanchardsBlanchards prediction an outgrowth of assumptions inherited from
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weber regarding the future of the mormonscormons and the nazarenesnazarenusNazarenes
the nazarene and mormon programs will become increasingly less

significant once they have lost their economic function and this ap-
pears imminent missionary efforts in the area will die appealing to
only a handful of those remaining misfits and malcontents appp
226 27
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reviewed by eugene E campbell professor emeritus of history brigham young
university

too many books about brigham young have been written
without love or faith p vii is the assertion of the author of this
latest volume on some aspects of the life of the great mormon leader
dr englandsglandsEn justification for adding another title to the extensive
list of books about brigham young is that he is viewing the mormon
leader through the eyes of faith and love but with more objectivity
than earlier works by family members who used a similar approach
professor england has also had access to numerous unpublished
diaries and letters by brigham youngs contemporaries which give
important details and assessments from those who knew him best
p vii as well as the aid of research historian ronald esplin who has

been classifying and cataloguingcataloguing the brigham young papers and
documents in the historical division of the LDS church for several
years appp vii viii

the result is in the words of the author a small volume of
rather personal essays that can only begin to touch the dimensions of
such a large life p viii two of the dimensions he has chosen to
omit are brigham youngs dealings with the indians and his stag-
gering achievements as a good husband to sixteen plural wives and an
excellent father to forty six children p viii since brigham had
twenty seven wives and fifty six children one wonders if dr england
has purposely omitted the other wives and children or if he is
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